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Children/Parents
Do not despair for your young ones,

but rather pray for them and continually
commit them to Me. Claim the power of
the keys in their lives, and you will see
change.

Children/Parents
Faith to keep trying in love and under-

standing will come as you call on the
keys.

Children/Parents
Fight in desperate prayer for your

children’s future by calling on the keys of
the Kingdom. Through such prayer will
come the victory you desire.

Children/Parents
Importunate prayer, calling on the

keys, is the most powerful force on
Earth. Never give up, keep your prayer
fires burning, and you will see miracles.

Children/Parents
Children and parents will be brought

together in love, respect, and mutual
appreciation through the power of the
keys.

Children/Parents
Children can be delivered of every evil

work of the Devil through the keys.
There is no habit, addiction, or hatred
stronger than the power of the keys of
the Kingdom.

Children/Parents
When you’re at the end of your rope

and feel there’s nowhere to turn and no
solution in sight, call on the keys; they
will light your path and make your way
clear.

Children/Parents
I will give you insight, wisdom, love,

understanding, foresight, tolerance, com-
munication skills, and all that you need to
relate to and shepherd your children, if
you will call on the power of the keys of
the Kingdom in faith and desperation.

Children/Parents
No child is past being helped by My

love, the keys of the Kingdom, and My
living Word.

Children/Parents
I will make you the role model, mentor,

friend, and shepherd you need to be, as
you call on the power of the keys and
are a doer of My Word.

Children/Parents
Unity between parents and children

can be restored through the power of the
keys. Claim that power in humility and
honesty, and you will find the joy of for-
giveness and the power of love.

Children/Parents
Call on the power of the keys for your

children’s needs, and your prayers will
be powerful. Angelic helpers will be sent,
and you will see change, improvement,
and even miracles.

Children/Parents
Call on the power of the keys for the

young ones in your care and I will work
miracles.

Children/Parents
I have given you your children, and

through the keys of the Kingdom, the
Word, and My love, you have access to
all that you need to raise them right.

Children/Parents
I will teach you everything you need to

know about parenthood and childcare
through the power of the keys.

Children/Parents
Call on the keys daily as you pour into

your children, and I will supply every
need.

Children/Parents
The keys I have given will break down

the walls of pride, enabling your children
to receive the lessons I have for them.

Children/Parents
Call on the keys of Heaven to shelter

your children from harm.

Children/Parents
Through the keys your children’s chan-

nels can be open to hear directly from
Me, without childish distractions or opin-
ions hindering them.

Children/Parents
Your prayers to Me, calling on the

keys, will comfort your children through-
out any difficulties.

Children/Parents
Don’t hesitate to call on the keys and

let them work on your behalf, no matter
what the problem.

Children/Parents
Through the keys of the Kingdom your

children can be motivated to yield to My
Spirit and My will for them.

Children/Parents
The keys will give your children under-

standing beyond their years, and wis-
dom to grasp My truths.

Children/Parents
Your teaching will be more inspired,

more Spirit-filled, and hit the mark better
when you avail yourself of the keys of
Heaven.

Children/Parents
All that I have promised for your

children’s future can be theirs as you
pray for them, using the keys I have put
into your hands.

Children/Parents
Any problem—physical, spiritual, or

mental—can be overcome by Me,
through the power of the keys I have
given you.

Children/Parents
My Word will strengthen your

children’s faith and cause them to grow
by leaps and bounds, as you call on the
keys.
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Children/Parents
The difficulties your children face will

strengthen and deepen their love for Me,
as you uphold them in prayer and wield
the power I have given you through the
keys.

Children/Parents
The power of the keys will supply all

you need to teach your children My
ways.

Children/Parents
My angels stand guard beside your

children to protect them from harm, acci-
dents, or disease. Claim the keys, and
My bubble of protection about them will
be fortified and strengthened.

Children/Parents
Your children are Mine, and I will keep

them from any form of danger as you
claim the key of My protection.

Children/Parents
The keys of the Kingdom strengthen

My force field of protection that sur-
rounds your children, making it impen-
etrable.

Children/Parents
The greatest protection you can give

your children against accidents, danger,
or attacks of the Enemy is to call on the
power of the keys.

Children/Parents
The Enemy is held back and his at-

tempts to harm My little ones are de-
feated through the power of the keys.

Children/Parents
My power to watch over your children,

prevent accidents, shield from danger,
and protect from harm is received in full
measure as you call on the keys.

Healing and Health
There is no affliction beyond the power

of the keys of healing, which are always
ready to restore and make whole.

Healing and Health
Reach out your hand in faith as you

call on the key of health, and the healing
elixir of My Spirit will spill on you, bring-
ing life and strength to your body.

Healing and Health
Some put their trust in doctors and medicines,

but when you put your trust in Me, and through the
power of the keys ask what you desire, you will see
miracles performed, bodies strengthened, the weak
and afflicted encouraged, diseases healed, and the
power of Heaven at your command.

Healing and Health
I can heal any disease, no matter how

advanced, if you call on the keys.

Healing and Health
There is no heart so far gone that it

cannot be healed when it looks up to Me
and calls on the power of the keys.

Healing and Health
My healing power is not limited. All can

find healing through the power of the
keys—through My miracle-working
strength.

Healing and Health
Believe and claim the power of the

keys for broken hearts and bodies, and
they will be healed.

Healing and Health
The power of the keys is life to those

who hold them—using the keys brings
health to your flesh.

Healing and Health
Broken bodies are mended, afflictions

are healed, diseases are cured, and
health is restored speedily through the
power of the keys.

Healing and Health
The keys of healing, relief, and rejuvenation

wait for your command. At the call of your prayers,
I will activate these keys on your behalf. They will
bring strength, comfort, and physical renewal to
your bodies. They will restore health to your flesh.
They will work healing miracles for you.

Healing and Health
Call on the power of the keys for

fantastical, supernatural, out-of-this-
world, incredible, and physically impos-
sible miracles and healings.

Healing and Health
If you call in faith, believing, trusting,

putting Me on the spot, and claiming My
power and the power of the keys that I
have put within your hands, you will see
outstanding miracles.

Healing and Health
Immense power is available to you

through calling on the keys of the King-
dom for the healing of your loved ones.
If you want to see miracles of healing
and deliverance from affliction, claim the
keys and watch Me do the work!

Healing and Health
The keys of the Kingdom can touch

and heal any ailment. There is no sick-
ness immune to the keys’ power. Use
the keys to strengthen, to touch, to heal,
to make whole.

Healing and Health
Let the sick ones reach out to the keys

and grab hold of their power. The keys
of the Kingdom have the power to heal,
to restore, to make whole, to renew, to
reverse any condition.

Healing and Health
As you call on the keys of healing,

there is nothing in your body that isn’t
subject to their power.

Healing and Health
Call on the keys and you will be

healed.

Healing and Health
There is no illness, sickness, sorrow,

or broken heart or body that My keys
cannot aid in healing. There is nothing
too great or too small for the keys. Call
on the power you need, and through the
keys you will be healed.

Healing and Health
I have allowed this affliction to draw

you closer to Me. As you call on the keys
I will give you the grace to endure and
the power to rise above.
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Healing and Health
I’ve made you, and I can fix you, as

you call on the power of the keys.

Healing and Health
Neither you nor My promises have

failed, but I have allowed this affliction to
befall you that I may be glorified. As you
and others claim My promises, and call
on the power of the keys of deliverance,
you will be delivered.

Healing and Health
The power of the keys will do the im-

possible. Draw nigh to Me, and the
power of the keys will descend to
soothe, touch, and heal.

Healing and Health
You can claim full and regenerative

health of body, mind and spirit through
the power of the keys.

Healing and Health
The power of the keys is as an elixir

which soothes and heals. Claim the
miracle-working power of the keys, and I
will bring relief and surcease from all
manner of sickness, disease, and ill
health.

Healing and Health
By the power of the keys, the healing

power of My elixir is released with more
potency than ever before.

Healing and Health
Claim the keys that unlock all power,

stand on them, and healing will be re-
leased unto you!

Healing and Health
Through the power of the keys you can

command all the powers of Heaven and
Hell to work on your behalf. You can
unlock the door to My reservoir of heal-
ing elixir and be completely healed.

Healing and Health
I am the power of the keys, and calling

on the power of the keys for healing is
calling on My power of healing, health,
and protection against sickness in the
greatest possible way. As you call, it
shall be done.

Healing and Health
The keys of the Kingdom are yours,

and you only need to state your request
and claim their power in My Name.

Healing and Health
There is nothing that I am unable to

heal. The keys of the Kingdom open
your life up fully to the healing touch of
My hand.

Healing and Health
As you turn the keys of healing, I will

unlock the door of My miracles for you.

Healing and Health
When you are weakest in the flesh,

call on the keys to draw you unto Me and
bring you revival and greater strength
than you have ever known.

Healing and Health
The bounty of My healing power is

yours to partake of, yours to receive,
yours to know. Simply claim healing
through the power of the keys, and
health of body, soul, spirit, and mind are
yours for the asking.

Healing and Health
Claim the magical power of the keys of

healing and you will be restored.

Healing and Health
Prayers prayed in full faith and in the

name of the keys for those who are sick
bring immediate results. I go to work
right away in the spirit to bring comfort,
encouragement, strength, healing, and
renewal.

Healing and Health
The keys hold tremendous healing power! So,

My wise and determined prayer warriors, grab
hold of them and put them to immediate action on
behalf of one who is sick or afflicted. Call on the
power of the keys, for through them you access
the greatest of all healing power.

Healing and Health
The key of health is yours to claim.

Miracles will happen as you wield it and
stand on the promises of healing I have
given you. Supernatural healing is yours
to have through the key of health.

Healing and Health
Healing comes to those who call on

the keys and stand firmly on the prom-
ises I’ve given. For every sickness there
is a cure, and it is within My power,
through the keys, to grant the miracle
you need.

Healing and Health
In your hour of need, when your health

fails you, when you need My supernatural
healing, call on the keys. Through their
power you will receive health for your
body, strength for your spirit, and faith to
believe that with Me nothing is impossible.

Healing and Health
You have power through the keys to

summon My angels of light to save,
protect, help, heal, encourage and resur-
rect.

Healing and Health
There is healing in the Name of Jesus,

and all of My healing power is given to
you as you act in faith, claiming the
power of the keys.

Menopause
Even the natural changes in your

body—such as menopause—do not
have to have such a great impact on you
physically or emotionally, if you claim the
keys’ rejuvenating power to keep you
young and revitalized.

Menopause
No force—whether natural, physical,

or spiritual—has a hold over you when
met with the force and power of the
keys.

Menopause
Call on the keys of healing in full faith,

knowing that the things that seem do not
have to be—even the natural symptoms
often associated with menopause or
growing older.

Menopause
With the keys belong the fountain of

life and youth, and tapping into their
regenerative power will keep your spirit
young, your mind sound, and your body
in good working form!

Menopause
The change your body is going

through is a natural one, with natural
difficulties. But I will make it supernatu-
rally easy and give you supernatural
grace to bear it when you call on the
power of the keys of healing.
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Menopause
All change is possible with the keys.

Call on the keys and claim their power
when you enter the “change of life,” and
they will give you calm, peace, rest, and
freedom from adverse side effects of
menopause.

Menopause
You can rise above the effects of meno-

pause—hot flashes, discomfort, irritability,
insomnia, depression, and lack of mental
clarity. Take a stand of faith, calling on the
keys, and the intensity and frequency of
the symptoms will lessen miraculously.

Menopause
Call on the power of the keys to over-

ride the symptoms of menopause and
you will experience miracles of
answered prayer.

Menopause
If you call on the power of the keys,

they will regulate your hormones and
give you relief from menopause symp-
toms.

Menopause
The keys will carry you into the health

of Heaven, as you leave your old body
behind. Ride heavenward on the keys.

Menopause
Claim the youthful health of Heaven

through the keys, and you will have the
same on Earth.

Menopause
The keys will minimize the negative,

bothersome and discouraging effects of
menopause, and will give you grace,
peace, a praiseful spirit, and the faith to
rise above.

Relief from pain
Relief from pain—great or small—is

yours as you call on the keys of healing
in faith!

Relief from pain
As you call in full faith on the keys of

healing, I will instantaneously override
any pain, discomfort or hurt, and bring
the relief you need.

Relief from pain
Call on the keys of healing and claim

instant relief.

Relief from pain
There are times when I let you go

through pain and affliction, but I won’t
allow more than you can bear. If you feel
it’s too much, call on the keys and I will
bring relief.

Relief from pain
Relief will come and pain will pass as

you call on the keys of healing.

Relief from pain
When pain overtakes you, keep whis-

pering the words, “I call on the keys,”
and the pain will fade away.

Relief from pain
The keys will help you endure pain, if

necessary, and rise above it.

Relief from pain
Claim the keys for surcease from the

pain and they will give you relief.

Relief from pain
Too weakened with pain to rise above?

Claim the keys of Heaven, and you will
have surcease.

Relief from pain
Rising above is not a work of the flesh;

it’s resting in Heaven’s love through the
keys.

Shepherding/Leadership
As you call on the keys, coupled with

My Word and love, the time you invest,
the counsel you give, and the work you
do will be enhanced and bear fruit much
more quickly.

Shepherding/Leadership
Claim the power of the keys of wis-

dom, love, and anointing, and I will give
you the words to help heal the hearts of
the discouraged, troubled, or buffeted.

Shepherding/Leadership
All the understanding and insight of

the keys is yours at the moment you ask
for it.

Shepherding/Leadership
The keys will give you supernatural

love, insight, and guidance, that will
make your shepherding easier.

Shepherding/Leadership
Claim the power of the keys when

hearing from Me about the needs of your
flock, and I will give you My pure and
complete messages.

Shepherding/Leadership
As you take hold of My power through

the keys and link with My mind, you will
become capable of meeting the great
need that lies before you.

Shepherding/Leadership
Through My keys and heavenly

thought power, I will give you insight that
will help you to feed and guide those in
your care through even the most com-
plex situations.

Shepherding/Leadership
There is power in the keys to love,

help, care, strengthen, discern, and take
action.

Shepherding/Leadership
Wisdom, understanding, knowledge,

discernment, and sound counsel will be
given to those who depend on the keys.

Shepherding/Leadership
If you need understanding, wisdom,

and conviction, claim the power of the
keys, and you will receive fresh anoint-
ing each step of the way.
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Shepherding/Leadership
Call on the keys and everything you

need to shepherd those in your care will
be given to you.

Shepherding/Leadership
Call on the keys of shepherding and

you will have My mind and thoughts in
full power.

Shepherding/Leadership
Claim the power of the keys for your

shepherding and the power of the Chief
Shepherd will take action.

Shepherding/Leadership
The power of the keys will give you

conviction and the proper balance in
your leadership responsibilities.

Shepherding/Leadership
Claim the keys for the insight you need

into the hearts of those you care for.

Shepherding/Leadership
The keys bring receptivity and chase

away fears, concerns, or worries that
would disrupt your communications with
those you shepherd.

Shepherding/Leadership
Avail yourself of the keys of anointing

so that any task or responsibility of lead-
ership will be blessed with greater
understanding, discernment, and insight.

Shepherding/Leadership
The keys will anoint you with love and

compassion, make your heart My heart,
and cause you to be like Me.

Shepherding/Leadership
Through the power of the keys, what-

ever you lack in the way of love, pa-
tience, faith and understanding will be
given to you so you can be My vessel to
do anything and talk to anyone.

Legal/Business/Visas
The work behind the scenes in

people’s hearts is My job. I know how to
turn any situation into a miracle. Do your
part, claim the power of the keys, com-
mand Me to work for you, and it will be
done!

Legal/Business/Visas
Nothing in this world can stand against

My keys. None of the attacks of the
Enemy can stop My power. No voice of
man can subdue My will in your life.
Claim it, use the power, win the victory.

Legal/Business/Visas
When you enter the embassy, the keys

will lead and guide, help and provide.
You are destined to succeed, because
great is the power that’s working on your
behalf!

Legal/Business/Visas
There is no situation, no worldly auth-

ority or law that the power of the keys
can’t change. Trust the keys of Heaven;
use their power. Don’t let anything stop
you from claiming your rights through the
power of the keys!

Legal/Business/Visas
Through the keys of the Kingdom you

have full access to all the answers you
need, to the people who will help you, to
the speedy processing of your paper-
work.

Legal/Business/Visas
The world must wait for bureaucracy to

work, but as you call on the keys of
Heaven they will push open the doors
and blast through the red tape for your
sake. Nothing will stop the force of the
keys.

Legal/Business/Visas
Stand back and see the power of the

keys do miracles, change minds, soften
hearts, bend wills in your favor, as you
follow their lead and reap the results.
Claim the impossible and release the
miracle.

Legal/Business/Visas
Believe what I have promised, think

the miracle, and the keys of the Kingdom
will perform it.

Travel
The keys will release legions of angels

to go before you to keep you in all your
ways.

Travel
The full protection of the keys to

anoint your travels is activated when you
call.

Travel
Ask specifically for what you need as

you travel, and the keys will go before
you to prepare the way.

Travel
Call on the keys of protection every

step of the way for your travels—against
loss, theft, delays, sickness, attacks of
the Enemy—and your travels will be
easy, safe, and inspiring.

Travel
I will not only preserve your going out

and your coming in, but will make your
journey pleasant and comfortable as you
call on the keys to assist you.

Travel
The keys will create a bubble of pro-

tection around you that will keep you in
every way when you go out into the
world.

Travel
Call on the keys throughout your jour-

ney, and they will supply your specific
needs of health, safety and security.

Travel
Ample supply, safety, and protection

are yours as you claim the keys for your
travels.

Travel
As a pillar of fire by night and a cloud

by day, the keys’ presence will go with
you.

Travel
The power of the keys keeps and

protects My children while they travel.
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Travel
The keys of the Kingdom will part the

way before you so that you can walk
through on dry land safely to your desti-
nation.

Travel
I will be with your going out and com-

ing in. The keys of the Kingdom will be
strong for you and will blind the eyes of
any authority that is not of Me.

Travel
The keys will prevent the Enemy from

using anyone to hinder your journey and
usefulness to Me. The Enemy’s people
will not be able to withstand the focusing
power of the keys turned to swords.

Travel
Claim the power and anointing of the

special keys that I give you for your
travels and there will be no danger that
the keys can’t stop, no difficulty that the
keys can’t overcome.

Travel
As you come face to face with border

officials, fear not, but claim the keys, and
their power will be instantly released to
give you faith, peace, and the words to
say.

Travel
Call on the power of the keys for your

specific traveling needs, and their power
will be manifested.

Persecution/Against our enemies
Call on the keys and I will fill your

mouth with My Words that are mighty to
the tearing down of the Enemy’s strong-
holds.

Persecution/Against our enemies
The keys can anoint your spirit, mind,

thoughts and words with heavenly wis-
dom, so you can answer any accusation
brought against you and expose and
destroy the lies of the Devil.

Persecution/Against our enemies
As you call on and wield the keys, I will

give you power over every attack of the
Enemy, to destroy his power.

Persecution/Against our enemies
The keys of the Kingdom will empower

you to conquer all who fight you, and to
stand victorious over all evil.

Persecution/Against our enemies
As you reach up for the keys, every

evil intention of your enemies will be
destroyed.

Persecution/Against our enemies
Every enemy will fall under the power

of the keys.

Persecution/Against our enemies
All power is given unto you through the

keys to destroy Satan’s work.

Persecution/Against our enemies
I will give you words of witness, testi-

mony, and unequaled conviction and
power through the keys of the Kingdom.

Persecution/Against our enemies
Use the keys turned to swords to fight

desperately in prayer, and then rest
assured that the power of your enemies
is no match for the power I will wield on
your behalf.

Persecution/Against our enemies
When the Enemy or enemies come in

like a flood, you can lift up a standard
against them through the keys and
cause their attacks to come to naught.

Persecution/Against our enemies
The power of the keys will defeat all

who oppose the Words of David.

Persecution/Against our enemies
When My children have departed from the faith,

when they no longer choose to follow Me, when
they refuse to repent of their waywardness, place
them in My hands. As you commit them to Me, call
on the power of the keys to release My power to
work in their lives as no other can.

Persecution/Against our enemies
Wield the power of the keys against

your enemies. Call for My hand to move
on your behalf and I will bring to naught
the works of all who fight My Words of
truth and My Family.

Persecution/Against our enemies
No weapon that is raised against you

can stand against the power of the keys.

Persecution/Against our enemies
When you call on the keys of the

Kingdom to release their power, no
enemy can triumph over you, for I will
repay.

Persecution/Against our enemies
All things that rise against you will be

put down by the power of the keys.

Persecution/Against our enemies
The forces of Satan will be turned into

dust and blown away when you use the
keys.

Persecution/Against our enemies
In the power of the keys you will reign

victorious over all the Earth. Call on the
keys and ride on their power into the
Golden Age that I have promised.

Persecution/Against our enemies
None can stand against the keys of

the Kingdom. None can stand against
you when you call on the keys.

Persecution/Against our enemies
I am with the people of the keys. Call

on the keys and I will fight for you and
overcome all opposition.

Persecution/Against our enemies
Turn the keys, activate their power,

and stand back and see Me fight for you.
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Persecution/Against our enemies
All enemies of the children of David

will be brought low by the power of the
keys.

Persecution/Against our enemies
I see those who commune in private, those who

seek to lay a snare, whose words are full of
venom, and whose desire is to destroy My work.
These have no power to withstand the power of
the keys of the Kingdom. Call on the keys and I will
hide you from the secret counsel of the wicked.

Persecution/Against our enemies
The power of the keys will calm the

storm and still the waves of persecution
and bad publicity.

Persecution/Against our enemies
Claim the power of the keys when the

wicked rise against you, and I will curse
those who curse you.

Persecution/Against our enemies
The keys will protect you from those

who speak with lying tongues, and will
stop the mouths of those whose intent is
to cause My brides harm.

Persecution/Against our enemies
The keys will settle you and keep you

through every storm and from all evil.

Persecution/Against our enemies
Call on the keys of deliverance and I

will not forsake you, but I will fight your
enemies and I will save you.

Persecution/Against our enemies
I will deliver from the wicked all those

who put their faith in the keys.

Persecution/Against our enemies
All those who put their trust in the keys

of the Kingdom and My Word will be
safe.

Persecution/Against our enemies
I will deliver you from every evil work

and preserve you to do My will as you
call on the power of the keys.

Persecution/Against our enemies
Fear and dread have no place in the

keys. Call on their power and I will go
before you to fight the battles and to
bring you victory.

Persecution/Against our enemies
Reach out to the power of the keys

and I will deliver you from the hands of
your enemies.

Persecution/Against our enemies
Claim the power of the keys to be

released against your enemies, and
stand back and see Me fight for you.

Persecution/Against our enemies
My keys will be the valiant sword of

the Lord to bring to naught the lies of
your enemies. Claim them and see the
angels of Heaven come to your defense!

Persecution/Against our enemies
The power of the keys will silence the

lying lips, confound and confuse the
wicked, and bring to naught the devices
of your enemies.

Persecution/Against our enemies
Call upon the keys of deliverance and

protection to shield you from the
Enemy’s fury and tempests. The lies and
fictions of your enemies will melt like
wax in the presence of the fiery keys
turned to swords!

Persecution/Against our enemies
The keys turned to swords are your

most effective weapons of war! Wield
them with power, authority, and convic-
tion, and you will win great victories over
your enemies!

Persecution/Against our enemies
Fight your enemies and those who

persecute you by wielding the keys
turned to swords, and I will dispel the
Enemy’s fury and vaporous fiction.

Persecution/Against our enemies
Call upon the keys of protection and

deliverance that they may hide you from
the blast of the Evil One and those who
seek to ensnare you.

Persecution/Against our enemies
Wielding the power of the keys, you

have nothing to fear! No wickedness, no
evil plan or device can stand before the
presence of the keys!

Persecution/Against our enemies
Call upon the keys of revelation and

foresight to reveal the devices and plans
of those who seek your demise. The
keys will lay a straight path before you
that you may be preserved from every
evil work.

Persecution/Against our enemies
The keys are able to turn into a boo-

merang of blessing or cursing, a balm of
comfort and strength, or a rod of judg-
ment. So call upon their judgment power
in bringing just reward upon those who
rise against you.

Persecution/Against our enemies
To those who persecute you, who

draw their sword and bend their bow
against you, draw out your fiery keys
turned to swords in delivering speedy
recompense.

Persecution/Against our enemies
Prison doors will open with the keys of

the Kingdom.

Persecution/Against our enemies
I will fight for you against your en-

emies as you call down the power of the
keys.

Pregnancy and Childbirth
Call on the keys of deliverance when

your time is come to give birth. The keys
will see you safely through labor and
delivery.

Pregnancy and Childbirth
Great peace have they who love My

keys, who use them and claim them. I
will take away any anxiety or fear, and
you will be blessed with great peace,
even in the midst of storm.
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Pregnancy and Childbirth
Bless the new life that grows within

you by calling on the keys. Through the
power of the keys I will bless your child
in special ways. I will provide every
need, both physical and spiritual, as you
call on the keys.

Pregnancy and Childbirth
Good health, sweet rest, proper nour-

ishment, and strength of body and spirit
are given to you when you call on the
power of the keys.

Pregnancy and Childbirth
Call on the power of the keys for

preparation of heart, mind, and spirit to
bring a new life into the world.

Pregnancy and Childbirth
The keys will give you the strength of

Samson, the wisdom of Solomon, the
patience of Job, the faith of Abraham,
and the love of David.

Pregnancy and Childbirth
I have created the life within you and I

will bring this babe safely into the world,
by the power of the keys.

Pregnancy and Childbirth
The keys will carry you through child-

bearing; the keys will give you strength
and energy to deliver this child.

Pregnancy and Childbirth
Call on the keys and you will see the

fruit of your womb grow into a strong tree
that will blossom and bear fruit.

Pregnancy and Childbirth
All things are made perfect in the

power of the keys. The keys will form the
babe in your womb; the keys will deliver
this child into the world.

Pregnancy and Childbirth
Call on the keys and you will be

delivered.

Pregnancy and Childbirth
I will give you an easy, speedy,

problem-free delivery when you call on
the keys.

Pregnancy and Childbirth
Call on the keys of strength and en-

durance, and they will pull you through.

Pregnancy and Childbirth
The keys will enhance your strength,

make the pain easier to bear, and make
it a much better experience than it would
be otherwise.

Pregnancy and Childbirth
With Me and the keys at your side,

fighting for you, you can have total
peace of mind, knowing that everything
is going to turn out right.

Pregnancy and Childbirth
Claim the keys of faith. Remind your-

self constantly that I am in control, that I
will finish the good work I’ve begun in
you and bring forth a healthy baby.

Pregnancy and Childbirth
Call on the keys to help you focus on

the power and think positive thoughts—
then the time will fly and seem shorter
than it really is.

Pregnancy and Childbirth
The strength the keys empower you

with will keep you going to the end.

Pregnancy and Childbirth
With each contraction, the keys will

help you ride the wave and make it
through to completion.

Pregnancy and Childbirth
The keys of healing will soothe any

achy muscle, any sore back, any area of
your body that is in pain or uncomfort-
able.

Pregnancy and Childbirth
When you feel you don’t have an ounce of

strength left, picture My hand reaching down and
giving you a key to claim, and you reaching up
and grabbing hold of it. Then claim it, though you
may feel weak and helpless, and watch Me do the
miracle.

Pregnancy and Childbirth
When you feel the urge to push but

are told to wait, claim the keys of re-
straint, and you will instantly find
strength within you to refrain from push-
ing.

Pregnancy and Childbirth
When it is time to push and you don’t

have the strength in you to do so, the
keys will help you bulldoze ahead with
strength you know not of, and once you
get going, it will be hard to stop!

Pregnancy and Childbirth
If you don’t know what to do, if you’re not sure

what you want, if you just have a “feeling” that
something is not the way you want it, but don’t
know what to do to fix it, call on the power of the
keys and they will reveal to you a solution to every
problem you encounter.

Pregnancy and Childbirth
I will give you unity with your partners

and the midwives or doctors. As you look
to Me and claim the keys, I will make you
all of one mind, one heart, and one spirit,
as you work together to bring forth this
new life that I have blessed you with.

Protection/Security
Rebuke the attacks of the Enemy in

the name of the keys, and his power will
be destroyed. Nothing can stand against
the power of the keys.

Protection/Security
Claim the miraculous power of the

keys of the Kingdom that will blind eyes,
change hearts, and open doors that no
man can open. Claim their protection
and you will be safe.

Protection/Security
If you find yourself in a dangerous or

frightening situation, call on the keys of
deliverance and protection. Fighting
angels and awesome spirit beings will
be at your service in an instant, keeping
you from all harm.

Protection/Security
Claim the keys for My protection

against fires, falls, floods, children’s
injuries, kitchen accidents, lightning
storms, car accidents, or whatever it is
that concerns you. I am strong and power-
ful, and will protect you from all harm.
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Protection/Security
When you call on the power of the

keys of protection, My strong angels of
defense who stand ready to keep you
from harm will do whatever it takes to
protect you.

Protection/Security
Calling on the unlimited power of the

keys is your greatest protection and
assurance of safety.

Protection/Security
The keys of protection open the door

of safety and refuge in the fortress of the
Lord.

Protection/Security
Your greatest protection lies in My

Spirit in the power of the keys. Depend
on the keys daily, call on their power,
and I will protect you from all danger.

Protection/Security
For greater miracles, greater protec-

tion, greater security and safekeeping,
call on the keys.

Protection/Security
As the need for My supernatural pro-

tection and security grows more evident,
you will see the power of the keys per-
form miracles in the midst of “impos-
sible” situations.

Protection/Security
The power of the keys will do whatever

is necessary to protect and keep your
security. Call on their power so that the
force field of the keys stays constant and
impenetrable.

Protection/Security
Claim the keys of protection, which will

enhance the security guard around you,
and will give My angelic guard unhin-
dered access to you.

Protection/Security
There is nothing that can stand against

the keys of Heaven, because they repre-
sent the power of love, and nothing can
stand against love.

Protection/Security
Create an instant protective and im-

penetrable force field around you and
your loved ones by calling on the keys of
protection and deliverance.

Protection/Security
The Enemy’s attacks will be foiled as

you call on the keys of My protection,
power and plenty.

Protection/Security
No weapon of the Enemy can stand

against the power of the keys.

Protection/Security
The keys are your strong defense, a

constant help in every time of trouble.
The keys are a strong tower. Call on
their power and you will be safe from all
harm or danger.

Protection/Security
Everything that is perfect, loving,

beautiful, peaceful, true, just, safe,
secure, and heavenly can be obtained
through the power of the keys.

Protection/Security
The Enemy’s power has been un-

leashed upon the ends of the Earth, but
the Evil One’s power will not touch Mine
anointed who hold high the standard and
power of the keys of the Kingdom.

Protection/Security
When you activate the keys through

obedience and calling on their power, I
am able to create a force field of protec-
tion around you.

Protection/Security
Call on the keys of protection to guard

you from all fear and danger, and to
shield you from harm.

Protection/Security
Call on the power of the keys and you

will be safe, surrounded by the forces of
Heaven.

Expect miracles/General
Remember that there are no impossibilities for

you. Now that you have the keys, nothing can stop
you! No fiery dart of the Enemy can counter the
power you have in the keys. No problem is too big
that the keys cannot solve it. No need is too great
that the keys cannot bring the supply.

Expect miracles/General
Continue to use the keys, and as you do they

will come alive for you; they will bring the supply,
provision, happiness, fulfillment, inspiration, ideas,
faith, enthusiasm, and so much more that you
desire and need. Use the keys and you won’t be
disappointed!

Expect miracles/General
Ask of Me, and I will give you great

and mighty keys to unlock any door that
needs unlocking.

Expect miracles/General
Claim greater power through the keys,

for I can, I will, and I want to do what
you desire!

Expect miracles/General
The day of miracles is not past!

Through the power of the keys and the
closer link that you have with Me, you
will do even greater miracles than I did!

Expect miracles/General
Though the battles are greater, the

victories will be much greater as you call
upon the power of the keys.

Expect miracles/General
What you weren’t able to do before is

now possible through the power of the
keys!

Expect miracles/General
Call down the power of the keys and

ask what you will, for it is by these peti-
tions that great miracles are wrought.

Expect miracles/General
I have given you the keys to enable you to do the

things I ask of you. The keys are not only for your
benefit, but for Mine—given to accomplish My will, to
establish My Kingdom on Earth. When the task is too
big, too hard, don’t worry. Call on the keys, and
everything you need for the job is at your command.
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Expect miracles/General
Pray and call on the keys and you will

see things change.

Expect miracles/General
There are no impossibilities for the

keys of the Kingdom. Call on them for
every need, problem, or difficulty.

Expect miracles/General
Claim the keys for your health and

inspiration, for your channel to Me, for the
miracles you wish to see in your life and
in the lives of others. I will not fail you as
you manifest your faith in My precious gift
to you—the keys of power and victory.

Expect miracles/General
All things are possible through the

power of the keys. Expect miracles
today, call on the keys for help, and they
will unlock doors you know not of.

Expect miracles/General
What stands in your way? What looms

over you? What weighs on you?
Through the power of the keys you can
blow any obstacles to bits!

Expect miracles/General
When you call on the keys of miracles,

you can move mountains, cast out
devils, and raise the dead. Nothing is
impossible to you.

Expect miracles/General
Call on the keys and things will change

according to My will.

Expect miracles/General
The keys and My Word are one, and

nothing can withstand the power of the
keys when My will is to be performed!

Expect miracles/General
Anything you need, you can claim

through the keys. There is nothing in
Heaven that I would withhold from you,
My Endtime children.

Expect miracles/General
When you claim the keys, you have

access to all of Me and My power and
My heavenly forces, and you are one
with Us.

Expect miracles/General
The keys open the full floodlights of

Heaven upon you and your loved ones
and your needs, whatever you claim
them for. And nothing can withstand the
floodlights of the love of Heaven!

Expect miracles/General
Claim the keys of beauty, and you will

radiate with Heaven’s power.

Expect miracles/General
No matter what the obstacle, stand

fast in My will, call upon the power of the
keys of the Kingdom, and stand back
and see Me do the miracle.

Expect miracles/General
The keys have the power to create, to shape,

and to mold any prayer into reality. Call on them
when you pray and you will be blessed to see and
hear of the mighty miracles and deeds that I will
do on behalf of My children now and in the days to
come.

Expect miracles/General
The keys are more powerful than your

mind can fathom and will work miracles
that will astound you.

Expect miracles/General
The keys are My gift of love to you,

and through them every prayer will be
answered.

Expect miracles/General
Put Me to the test. Call on the power

of the keys and command Me to do the
miracle, and I won’t fail to answer your
desperate prayer.

Expect miracles/General
Command Me through the power of

the keys, and I will work miracles.

Expect miracles/General
The keys of the Kingdom will radically

alter or change any situation, according
to your faith.

Expect miracles/General
Calling on the keys for someone is not

the least you can do, but the most.

Expect miracles/General
As you pray in the power of the keys,

you wield the most powerful force in the
universe.

Expect miracles/General
As you claim the keys, depend on

them, and show your faith in them, you
will see miracles happen.

Expect miracles/General
The keys of the Kingdom are like your

magic lamp, and I’m your all-powerful
Genie. Call on the power of the keys in
faith and desperation, and your prayers
will be answered. Your wish is My com-
mand.

Expect miracles/General
In calling on the keys in My Name and

giving them honor, you are calling on Me
and My power.

Expect miracles/General
To get the most out of your prayers,

call on the keys.

Expect miracles/General
To enhance your prayer power many

times over, call on the keys.

Expect miracles/General
When you call on the power of the keys, not

only is your prayer answered, but it’s answered in
the most effective, efficient way possible. You
know you’ve given it your all; you’ve done your
best to help any situation when you call on the
keys.
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Expect miracles/General
The dynamics of prayer is increased a

hundredfold when you call on the keys.

Expect miracles/General
There is no limit to your prayer power

when you call on the keys of the King-
dom.

Expect miracles/General
When you call on the keys, things will

happen and things will be different; the
keys command action!

Expect miracles/General
All power of Heaven is at your com-

mand through the keys of the Kingdom!

Expect miracles/General
The keys have the power to not only

get you over the mountain or obstacle,
but right through it, if need be.

Expect miracles/General
The power of the keys is enlighten-

ment. With the power of the keys you
can know the mind of God.

Expect miracles/General
The power of the keys radiates; it will

light your way until the day I return to
bring you Home.

Expect miracles/General
Call on the strength of the power of the

keys and nothing can stop you.

Expect miracles/General
With men it is impossible, but with the

power of the keys all things are possible
to you.

Expect miracles/General
The people who call on the power of

the keys will be strong and do exploits.

Expect miracles/General
If you’ll call on the power of the keys,

you can remove any mountain that
stands in your way.

Expect miracles/General
Never underestimate the power of the

keys. All things are possible with the
power of the keys. Power to the people
with the keys.

Expect miracles/General
There is no greater power than the

power of the keys of the Kingdom. Wield
it, use it, call upon it, and you will not be
disappointed.

Expect miracles/General
Whosoever will call upon the power of

the keys will work miracles.

Expect miracles/General
A door will be unlocked for every need

by the keys of the Kingdom—supply,
healing, deliverance, wisdom, unity,
insight.

Expect miracles/General
Power to the people with the keys,

who will work miracles such as have
never been seen since the beginning of
time, until the day of My coming.

Expect miracles/General
Nothing is impossible to those who call

upon the power of the keys of the King-
dom.

Expect miracles/General
You will heal the sick, cast out devils, command

miracles, reverse the times and seasons, change
hearts, open the windows of Heaven, release the
imprisoned, and overcome all manner of evil and
perversion through the power of the keys of the
Kingdom.

Expect miracles/General
Greater works than I did shall you do,

because you hold the power of the keys
of the Kingdom in your hand.

Expect miracles/General
Command Me, the Keeper of the keys,

to work on your behalf through the
power that I readily and freely give you. I
will overcome all impossibilities for you,
My brides, as you turn the keys of the
Kingdom.

Expect miracles/General
If you ask anything in My Name, in the

power of the keys, I will do it, and you
will see miracles.

Expect miracles/General
I give power to the people of the keys,

and there will be no impossibilities to the
children of David who take up and wield
the power of the keys.

Expect miracles/General
When you wield the power of the

keys, which are energetic, multidimen-
sional, all-encompassing, penetrating,
and nourishing, nothing is impossible to
you.

Expect miracles/General
No spiritual or physical force can

withstand or disrupt the keys of the
Kingdom, lest it be defeated or de-
stroyed.

Expect miracles/General
I will always come through for you

when you put Me on the spot and claim
the power of the keys.

Expect miracles/General
Heaven is a storehouse of power,

miracles, answers to prayer, spirit help-
ers, and angels of valiant might, and
through the keys you have immediate
access to My limitless reservoir.

Expect miracles/General
There is no limit to what I will do for

you when you call on the power of the
keys.
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Expect miracles/General
I have given you all the power of

Heaven within the keys of the Kingdom,
and it waits to be activated at your call.

Expect miracles/General
Nothing on Earth or in Hell can with-

stand the power of the keys of the King-
dom, which you have access to at any
time.

Expect miracles/General
The keys make the impossible be-

come possible.

Expect miracles/General
The keys put the power of Heaven at

your fingertips.

Expect miracles/General
The keys energize you with newfound

power, which has not been available to
you before.

Expect miracles/General
There is no limit to what can be under-

stood, reached, and achieved through
the power of the keys.

Expect miracles/General
Calling on the keys makes a differ-

ence; nothing can stand against the
power of the keys.

Expect miracles/General
According to what key you activate, it

will be done unto you.

Expect miracles/General
When you turn the keys and activate

their power, there’s no stopping you!

Expect miracles/General
Nothing is beyond your reach if you

call on the keys!

Expect miracles/General
The keys unlock all doors, unfold all

mysteries, and give you all power in
Heaven and in Earth.

Expect miracles/General
I give you greater power through the

keys than all the power of the world and
Hell put together.

Expect miracles/General
With the power of the keys of the

Kingdom, the word “can’t” has no mean-
ing to you.

Expect miracles/General
Nothing can resist the power of the

keys of the Kingdom of Heaven.

Expect miracles/General
You are My bride and you will over-

come, because I put the keys of the
Kingdom in your hands.

Expect miracles/General
Greater is the power you hold in the

keys than all the power of Satan and his
domain.

Expect miracles/General
To you is given the great treasure of

the keys, that My power might be seen in
you.

Expect miracles/General
The keys of the Kingdom are brimming

with unprecedented supernatural power
to be released at your command.

Expect miracles/General
All power in Heaven and over Hell is

yours for the asking. Call on the keys
and it will be delivered unto you.

Expect miracles/General
Nothing is impossible to you if you call

on the keys, which are real, supernatu-
ral, workable, and practical.

Expect miracles/General
When your back is up against a wall,

focus, call on the keys, and I will pull you
out of every tight spot you find yourself
in.

Expect miracles/General
There is no stopping those who use the

keys of the Kingdom in conjunction with
My will, in desperation of heart and humil-
ity of mind and spirit. When the condi-
tions are right, the keys will always bring
you victory. Claim what is rightfully yours.

Recreation and Relaxation
The power of the keys brings an un-

winding of mind, body and spirit.

Recreation and Relaxation
During your times of fun, relaxation,

sex, fellowship or partying, call on the
keys and you’ll find greater joy, unity,
laughter, rejuvenation of spirit, and free-
dom in Me.

Recreation and Relaxation
When you’re united in My love, with

My music, in an atmosphere of unity,
acceptance, respect, appreciation and
relaxation, calling on the keys of the
Kingdom will make it even better.

Recreation and Relaxation
Calling on the keys of the Kingdom will

make your times of recreation safer,
more fun, and better fellowship.

Recreation and Relaxation
If you call on the keys as you fellow-

ship in dance, the thrill of the music will
be boosted, the pleasure of the moves
will be greater, and you’ll have more
energy and excitement.
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Recreation and Relaxation
Your fellowship and your pleasure will

be better, sweeter, more satisfying, and
with more variety if you will call on the
keys of the Kingdom.

Spiritual life
Step out on the water holding the keys,

and see how they will buoy you up, and
how you can walk across the water. The
keys are not confined to the realm of the
flesh or the carnal mind. They work in the
realm of the supernatural and miraculous.

Spiritual life
Claim the power of My keys, and, as I

move in your life, My Spirit will lead you
into greater things.

Spiritual life
Take in the water of My Word in great

abundance and let it cleanse you of all
infection, both spiritual and physical.
Claim the power of the keys and My
power will completely overcome the
power of the Enemy.

Spiritual life
Anything you want to do is within your

grasp, your reach, your power, because
I’ve given you the keys of the Kingdom,
and nothing is impossible to you.

Spiritual life
When you are fighting in prayer, with

faith, and using the power of the keys, I
will empower you to overcome any ob-
stacles.

Spiritual life
No matter what the obstacle or burden,

the keys will bring the solution and the
victory every time, if you learn to use
them well and wield them precisely.

Spiritual life
There is no gulf too wide, no depth too

deep, no mountain too high to overcome
through the power of the keys.

Spiritual life
Hold on to the keys, for they are the

power for this new era.

Spiritual life
There are no obstacles for you be-

cause you hold the power of the keys in
your hands.

Spiritual life
When you’re lacking in faith, when you

need courage to face the day, call on the
keys and they will transform you.

Spiritual life
The keys will be your courage and

your confidence; they will give you faith
and be a very present help in time of
need.

Spiritual life
The keys will fill you with enthusiasm

and happiness that will encourage your
heart and help you inspire others.

Spiritual life
The keys will bring rest and repose,

calm to your spirit, and strength to your
bones.

Spiritual life
Claim My key power, and you will go

from strength to strength.

Spiritual life
All limitations are lifted when you call

on the keys.

Spiritual life
Discouragement, lack of inspiration,

difficulties, struggles, all blockages in the
spirit that limit you, vanish when you
claim the power of the keys.

Spiritual life
Call on the power of the keys and it

will lift you over every obstacle.

Spiritual life
You can find freedom from

self-righteousness and lack of tolerance
through the keys of the Kingdom.

Spiritual life
The keys of the Kingdom bring free-

dom from bitterness. Claim them, and
you will find the liberty of My Spirit and
renewed faith.

Spiritual life
Call on the power of the keys and I will

strengthen you, I will help you, I will
uphold you, I will see you through any
obstacle.

Spiritual life
When you are lost, I will give you sight; when in

despair, I will give you hope; when on the verge of
collapse, I will raise you up; when hopelessness
surrounds you, I will restore your vision; when all
seems lost, I will bring victory—all through the
power of the keys of the Kingdom.

Spiritual life
Through the keys of the Kingdom you

can forgive anything.

Spiritual life
There is freedom to be found in the

power of the keys. Every chain of vice,
bad habit, or evil addiction can be
broken with the power of the keys.

Spiritual life
Love Me intimately, calling on the

power of the keys, and it will enhance
and magnify My promises unto you, My
intimate brides.

Spiritual life
All manner of evil, all sickness, all

spiritual oppression, all blockages in the
spirit world can be overcome through
the power of the keys of the Kingdom.

Spiritual life
There is no temptation the power of

the keys cannot overcome. Through the
keys I will show you the escape route, so
that you will not be tempted more than
you can handle.
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Spiritual life
Call on the keys of the Kingdom, claim

their regenerative power, and you will be
brought back to full health and life in
spirit; you will have strength to rise up, in
the Name of your Savior and Healer.

Spiritual life
I will give you all the power and

strength and grace you need through the
power of the keys.

Spiritual life
With the keys you are invincible and

can overcome any difficulty or obstacle
that stands in your way.

Spiritual life
The keys are power, life, understand-

ing, and all that you need. Claim the
keys and you gain access to My full
power.

Spiritual life
You can do all things through Me and

through the power of the keys.

Spiritual life
When you have called on the keys and

are focused and in tune with My Spirit—
when your mind is My mind—I can do
anything through you.

Spiritual life
When you use the power of the keys,

you are in the midst of the fountain of
youth, truth, beauty, love and power.

Spiritual life
Your spiritual life will flourish when you

claim the power of the keys.

Spiritual life
The power of the keys is like a vortex

of energy which draws all good things
into it and into you, and sends all things
away from you that are not pure and of
Me.

Spiritual life
The power of the keys will never be

broken. Within the keys lie all the power
and energy and components you will
ever need to build on your dreams and
carry out My will.

Spiritual life
The power of the keys will be a well-

spring of joy to your heart and mind.

Spiritual life
The power of the keys will place a

bubble of protection around your heart,
keeping it separated from the world. Use
them and you will always be a part of My
ecclesia.

Spiritual life
When you claim the power of the keys,

My light, love, energy, and force become
a part of your very being.

Spiritual life
The power of the keys penetrates into

every fiber of your body and becomes
your shield of light and your sword to
conquer all your foes.

Spiritual life
The power of the keys warms you,

shelters you, and gives you fulfillment
and a sense of purpose.

Spiritual life
What seems impossible is possible

through the keys. What seems unattain-
able is attainable through the keys. What
seems a defeat can be turned into a
victory through the keys.

Spiritual life
Through the power of the keys you can

be a Mary instead of a Martha. You will be
a Mary if you claim the influence of key
power over every aspect of your life. So
let the keys tap you into the “Mary spirit”
of Heaven, which is full of Marys.

Spiritual life
The power of the keys has dominion

over all the thoughts of your mind.
Through the power of the keys you can
control your thoughts and banish the Evil
One from your mind.

Spiritual life
Willingly give Me your thoughts in

humility, and through the power of the
keys you can know My mind.

Spiritual life
The keys of the Kingdom make you

more aware of the spirit world.

Spiritual life
The power of the keys can transform

the situation around you.

Spiritual life
The keys of the Kingdom will help

bring about conviction and vigor in your
life.

Spiritual life
The keys will draw you closer to your

Savior and Husband than ever before.

Spiritual life
The keys can open your eyes to the

workings of the spirit world like never
before.

Spiritual life
The keys empower you to do My will

with greater ease and My full anointing.

Spiritual life
The keys give you access to spiritual

understanding, treasures, riches, and
secrets that were veiled, mysterious or
vague before.

Spiritual life
The power of the keys will deliver My

strength to you so that you can do all
things.
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Spiritual life
The power of the keys will break the

bands of darkness, and will translate you
into My light and infuse you with My
strength.

Faith/Rising above
The power of the keys can give you

any victory necessary over your feelings
and emotions, and replace them with My
feelings and emotions.

Faith/Rising above
Claim the power of the keys continu-

ally for My control of your feelings and
emotions, and it shall be given you. You
will experience a change, even if you
haven’t in the past.

Faith/Rising above
The keys of the Kingdom overcome

anything that confuses your mind or
heart. Call on the keys of clarity, and the
clouds will be replaced by the clear skies
and light of the Word.

Faith/Rising above
If you call on the power of the keys for

Me to control your feelings and emo-
tions, I will do it.

Faith/Rising above
The keys of mercy are able to bring

you through the most difficult moments
of your life. Call on the keys of mercy,
and supernatural power will be immedi-
ately dispensed to work on your behalf in
whatever way is needed.

Faith/Rising above
The keys can soothe your troubled

heart. Call on the keys of love when your
heart is aching, and the balm of the Spirit
of love will soothe it.

Faith/Rising above
Call on the power of the keys, and the keys of

comfort will heal your wounded or broken heart.
You will be blessed with the tender heart of Jesus;
and though you may feel weak, you will be
stronger than ever before, and capable of
reaching the hearts of many in need of Jesus.

Faith/Rising above
The keys bring supernatural comfort in

trying times.

Faith/Rising above
Call on the keys of comfort and your

spirit will be filled to overflowing with the
comfort of the Holy Spirit that will bring
you through difficult times.

Faith/Rising above
Claim the keys when you are in need

of a boost of faith, and I will give you
supernatural trusting power.

Faith/Rising above
Through the power of the keys I re-

lease to you an extra allowance of
grace, through which you can rise
above!

Faith/Rising above
You can rise above anything through

My power and the power of the keys.

Faith/Rising above
Through the power of the keys you will

see miracles of peace, comfort, faith,
and encouragement.

Faith/Rising above
I will nestle you close to My bosom

and give you extra access to My bounty
of protection and provision through the
power of the keys.

Faith/Rising above
The keys of the Kingdom have the power to

bring miraculous answers to prayer and perform
the impossible. But they also have the power to
bestow upon you great faith to trust in extremely
adverse circumstances. The keys will be your
salvation.

Faith/Rising above
Remember that the faintest cry for the

keys can release great power on your
behalf, and Heaven will come to your
rescue.

Faith/Rising above
As you claim the power of the keys, I

will guide you to walk in My footsteps, so
that your feet won’t fall and your heart
won’t fear.

Faith/Rising above
Greater faith will come by using the

keys. Call on the power of the keys and
your faith will grow.

Faith/Rising above
When you call on the power of the

keys, you receive the power to over-
come any attack.

Faith/Rising above
With the keys you have the power to

walk by faith, and not give in to the
Enemy’s feelings of defeat and despair.

Faith/Rising above
New hope, vision, determination and

initiative are found in the power of the
keys, My Word, and My love. Take hold
of that power and you will rise above the
Enemy’s domain, for he is no match for
Me.

Faith/Rising above
Claim the power of the keys for

strength, faith and stability in Me.
Nothing can hurt or destabilize you
when you are surrounded by the
comforting, soothing, stabilizing power
of the keys.

Faith/Rising above
Don’t think it strange when trials and

tests surround you; call on the power of
the keys and watch them disappear!

Faith/Rising above
When you feel tired and weary, and

you’re struggling to survive, call on the
keys to regain the spark in your life!

Faith/Rising above
When the Enemy fights against you

with all of his power, I will fight for you
with all of My power. The keys will be
your strength, your salvation and your
relief, your strong tower of protection
from the raging battles.

Faith/Rising above
Things which were previously a great

struggle and at times even impossible
are possible to you through the power of
the keys.
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Faith/Rising above
Though you stumble, you will not be

cast down, because the power of the
keys will keep you from falling.

Faith/Rising above
Open your mind to My mind, and the

voices of confusion, doubt, and darkness
will disappear. The keys bring faith, and
faith gives you access to My heavenly
thought power.

Faith/Rising above
When the lying vanities start crowding

out your view, call on the keys and they
will dash those lies to pieces.

Faith/Rising above
You will feel the power of the keys—steady and

confident, strong and unbeatable—as you praise
Me and let your voice glorify Me. Whenever you feel
discouraged or worried, bring on the power of the
keys through your words of faith and praise. They
rush to those who honor Me and glorify My Name.

Faith/Rising above
I give you the invincible keys of faith

and power so that nothing will discour-
age or defeat you or sway your convic-
tion and love for Me.

Faith/Rising above
When you feel you just can’t do it or

you’re wavering in your choices, call on
the keys for the determination to hold
fast to your victory.

Faith/Rising above
In the deepest despair, in the darkest night, in

the depths of defeat there is rescue. Call on the
power of the keys of the Kingdom, call My Name,
call for My mercy, call for My help. Then wait on
Me, and I will strengthen your heart. You will rise
up and walk on.

Faith/Rising above
Through the keys you have the power

to leave behind the things of the carnal
man.

Faith/Rising above
The keys help you find hope where

there was no hope.

Faith/Rising above
Claiming the power of the keys to help

you rise above is an unbeatable formula
for victory.

Faith/Rising above
The keys can increase your faith like

never before!

Faith/Rising above
Whoever you are, whatever age you

are, whatever you’ve been through, you
can rise above through the power of the
keys of the Kingdom.

Faith/Rising above
By the power of the keys you can rise

above the things that threaten to muddy
your outlook on life.

Faith/Rising above
The keys of the Kingdom make every

disappointment—large or small—easier
to bear.

Faith/Rising above
You can do all things through Me. You

can face something that seems insur-
mountable and actually enjoy it, if you
claim the power of the keys.

Faith/Rising above
The keys help you to rise above and

overcome any circumstances or ob-
stacles.

Faith/Rising above
Through the keys you have power to

rise above anything and everything that
would hold you down or make things
difficult.

Faith/Rising above
The keys can change your mindset,

giving you a totally positive and praiseful
mindset.

Faith/Rising above
If you dread facing another day, claim

the power of the keys and I will turn your
hopelessness into eager anticipation to
face any challenge.

Faith/Rising above
If your spirit is disquieted and your

mind troubled and you feel uneasy, grab
ahold of the keys! Wave them in the
Devil’s face as you call on their power,
and I will give you peace.

Faith/Rising above
If you feel remorse over the past or

worry about the future, call on the keys
and I will give you faith instead of fear,
and peace instead of turmoil.

Faith/Rising above
When your heart is heavy and you feel

troubled, uneasy, or afraid, let the keys
work for you and give you peace, calm,
faith and trust. Nothing is greater than
key power!

Faith/Rising above
The keys give perfect peace to those

who call on their power.

Faith/Rising above
You can call on the keys and find

comfort through every test.

Faith/Rising above
As you stay close to Me and continue looking to

Me and asking Me to do all things through you, as
you brandish and use the power of the keys
against the Enemy and his puny attacks, I will
help you, and you will come through this rocky
place without the smell of smoke on you.

Faith/Rising above
Claim the power of the keys, and I will

help you to overcome in every area of
your life, even if it goes against your
very nature.

Faith/Rising above
The fettered ways of earth, the worldly

mindsets, the chains that keep you
earthbound, magically fall off you as you
claim the creative power of the keys.
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Faith/Rising above
Nothing can stop you, hold you down,

or affect you adversely if you call on the
power of the keys for My help!

Faith/Rising above
Approach My throne and claim the

power that I’ve given you through the
keys, and I will answer your requests by
making it easy for you, by carrying you
through the battle.

Faith/Rising above
Nothing can harm you, My love, be-

cause you hold the keys of the Kingdom
in your hands.

Full possession/Heavenly thought power
The keys of the Kingdom can change your spirit,

your mind, and your thoughts, so that you’re in My
Spirit, using My mind, and thinking My thoughts.
The more you call on the keys of total possession
by Me, the more they will be activated, and the
more you will experience the changes you desire.

Full possession/Heavenly thought power
The keys can give you My mind and

thoughts the instant you call on them.

Full possession/Heavenly thought power
Call on the keys of instant assistance

and you will experience the thoughts and
power of the mind of Christ instan-
taneously.

Full possession/Heavenly thought power
Call on the keys so you can live in My

Spirit and think My thoughts.

Full possession/Heavenly thought power
Allow My thoughts to dominate you

and rule in you through the power of the
keys.

Full possession/Heavenly thought power
Wash away the negative spirit of the

Enemy through the power of the keys.
Everything negative will change when
you call on the keys.

Full possession/Heavenly thought power
Call on the keys to know My mind and

how I think and feel. Let the keys bring
you into full connection with Me.

Full possession/Heavenly thought power
The keys of the Kingdom open the

door of My mind to you. Call on them to
enlighten you by linking your mind to My
Own.

Full possession/Heavenly thought power
Satan and his imps seek to clutter your

mind with that which is carnal and
worldly, to keep you from acquiring My
full power. Yet through calling on the
power of the keys you can blow away all
of his distractions in an instant!

Full possession/Heavenly thought power
If My Words abide in you, you can ask

what you will by the power of the keys,
and it shall be done.

Full possession/Heavenly thought power
Focus on the keys and claim their

power to increase your awareness of the
spiritual realm. The keys will keep you
firmly joined to My Spirit. The keys are
your link to the full scope of My heavenly
thought power.

Full possession/Heavenly thought power
Do not limit yourself by ignoring the

keys, but call on them and give Me en-
trance to fully possess you.

Full possession/Heavenly thought power
Call on the keys and My thoughts will

rule and reign over your spirit.

Full possession/Heavenly thought power
The keys enable heavenly thought

power to take place more effectively.
Call on the keys for full possession and
for My heavenly thoughts to rule and
reign in you.

Full possession/Heavenly thought power
My thoughts are your thoughts through

the keys. Claim the heavenly thought
power key!

Full possession/Heavenly thought power
Claim the keys when struggling to set

your own thoughts aside, and I will give
you My mind.

Full possession/Heavenly thought power
Through calling on the power of the

keys you can have instant access to My
mind.

Full possession/Heavenly thought power
The power of the keys will cast down

every imagination, every false thing,
every high thing that would exalt itself
against Me. Through the power of the
keys, every thought is brought into sub-
jection to Me.

The Word/Connecting with Jesus
The keys and the Word are one. As

you claim the keys and drink in My
Word, its effect on you is more powerful,
and you’re doubly blessed!

The Word/Connecting with Jesus
Claim the keys for your Word time.

Their power brings My Word into focus
more clearly and causes you to have
new understanding.

The Word/Connecting with Jesus
The keys of the Kingdom will bring

clarity and focus to your mind, enabling
you to draw the full power of the spirit
from My Words.

The Word/Connecting with Jesus
If you feel distant from Me or like our

connection has weakened, call on the
power of the keys to reenergize and
reinvigorate that connection. Then tap
into the power and use it to hear My
Words.

The Word/Connecting with Jesus
As you desire the milk of the Word and

absorb it, you will be transformed and
your mind will be renewed through the
keys, for the Word and the keys are one.

The Word/Connecting with Jesus
Call on the keys to give you a renewed

hunger and love for My Word, a greater
desperation to be fed and strengthened,
and so shall it be done!
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The Word/Connecting with Jesus
Call on the keys to help you absorb

the Word into every fiber of your being.
The keys enable you and My Word to
fully become one.

The Word/Connecting with Jesus
The keys stand guard over your con-

nection with Me. Call on the keys to
raise a force field of protection around
your link with My Spirit and Words.

The Word/Connecting with Jesus
The keys will lift all barriers that block

My Word. Call on the keys to open
strong lines of concentration, focus, and
absorption.

The Word/Connecting with Jesus
Your connection with Me is kept strong

through the power of the keys.

The Word/Connecting with Jesus
The keys are one with My Word. Call

on the keys for feeding times in My
Word.

The Word/Connecting with Jesus
The keys can lock out all that distracts

and hinders you from being fed from My
Word; they can open the door to revela-
tions that will strengthen your spirit in
ways you have longed for all your life.

The Word/Connecting with Jesus
The power of the keys will give you the

ability to absorb the Word and be
strengthened from it as never before.
Call on the keys and you will be able to
focus better and your connection will be
stronger.

The Word/Connecting with Jesus
Claim the keys and you can have a

direct link to Heaven, where no disrup-
tion is allowed to interfere with your
receptivity to the Word.

The Word/Connecting with Jesus
The keys are the secret to being fed

by the Word. Tapping into the keys puts
you on Heaven’s channel.

The Word/Connecting with Jesus
Claim the power of the keys so that

you can see My Words as the pure,
sweet, refreshing, invigorating, alive,
shocking and exciting waters that they
are.

The Word/Connecting with Jesus
Claim the power of the keys so that

you will never desire any waters above
My Word, for My Words are the only
waters that give life.

The Word/Connecting with Jesus
The keys act as a conduit of power and give

you an instant connection with Me through the
Word. Call on their power before you read, while
you read, and after you read, that you may be fed,
enlightened, and changed through the entrance of
My Words.

The Word/Connecting with Jesus
Call on the power of the keys that the eyes of

your mind and spirit may be opened to My Word
as never before. Call on their power to sweep
your mind clean of anything that would stand in
opposition to you receiving My Words and being
changed by them.

The Word/Connecting with Jesus
Call on the power of the keys to do

away with any of the Enemy’s static
when you are spending time with Me,
and I will restore and renew the connec-
tion between us.

No condemnation
When you fight and fall, and the

demons of condemnation and
discouragement come in for the “kill,”
call on the power of the keys and walk in
victory, not giving in to your feelings, for
victory is yours!

No condemnation
There is no condemnation to those

who call on the keys of the Kingdom.

No condemnation
Freedom from guilt and condemnation

comes through the keys.

No condemnation
When Satan comes in with condemn-

ing lies, call on the keys and you will be
set free.

No condemnation
Feelings of guilt and remorse cannot

stand against the power of the keys. If
you will call on the keys I will restore
peace of mind.

No condemnation
The keys of the Kingdom will give you

power over all attacks of the Evil One.
Call on the keys to replace feelings of
condemnation and guilt with the convic-
tion of My Spirit.

No condemnation
The Devil’s feelings of condemnation,

guilt and hopelessness have no power
against the keys. Call on key power to
break these chains.

No condemnation
When you’re tempted to collapse

under the heavy weight of condemnation
and guilt, call the Enemy’s bluff by fight-
ing back with the power of the keys. He
cannot defeat you as long as you keep
calling on the keys.

No condemnation
Fight the accusations of the Enemy in

the power of the keys. The keys will
conquer all feelings of guilt and condem-
nation.

No condemnation
I forgive all your sins and mistakes

when you ask Me. In the power of the
keys I erase all feelings of blame, guilt,
and condemnation.

No condemnation
The power of the keys brings freedom

from guilt and condemnation. In the
power of the keys My mercy is renewed
every morning.

Pride
The keys bring humility and break

down pride.

Pride
When pride gets in your way, claim the

keys and humble yourself before Me and
others, and pride will be replaced by the
spirit of Heaven!
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Pride
By the power of the keys I can change

you and help you overcome your pride
and arrogance.

Pride
In your fight against pride, call on the

power of the keys to help you don the
garment of humility in all you do and say.

Pride
The more you use the keys, the less

hold pride will have on your life and
spirit, for in calling on the keys you ac-
knowledge your own weakness. The
keys embody humility and conquer pride.

Pride
Pride is My enemy, a force that fights

against all that is godly, but by summon-
ing the keys, you hold in your hands the
power to fight against this evil foe.

Pride
The keys can uproot any resistant

weed of pride and replace it with the
beautiful flowers of humility.

Pride
Pride cannot dominate you if you call

on the keys of the Kingdom.

Pride
Lean heavily on the keys when pride

tempts you, and I will deliver you.

Pride
I will help you walk the humble walk

and replace pride with humility through
the power of the keys.

Pride
Each time you must make a decision

—to take the proud road or the humble
one—calling on My keys will help you
make the right choice.

Pride
The keys of the Kingdom can over-

come all forms of pride.

Pride
To stay on the road of humility, call on

the power of the keys daily to keep your
pride in check.

Jealousy/Comparing
The power of the keys can help you

accept My will when it’s difficult. Call on
the keys of acceptance daily in your time
of need, and you’ll have the peace and
contentment that you desire.

Jealousy/Comparing
Call on the power of the keys for all of

your relationships, and you can fulfill My
highest will for each one.

Jealousy/Comparing
Call on the power of the keys to cut

the ties that bind you and to set you
free, and your heart will be spiritually
healthier and stronger.

Jealousy/Comparing
You can rise above all odds, compar-

ing, negativity, feelings of loss, and
hopelessness by calling on the keys,
claiming My Word and holding Me to it. I
am not a liar and I will fulfill all My prom-
ises to you!

Jealousy/Comparing
When your emotions overtake you,

you can call on the keys of deliverance
for instant help, and to bring your
thoughts and spirit and emotions into
subjection.

Jealousy/Comparing
The spirit of jealousy is subject to the

power of the keys. With the keys you
have control over the attacks of the
Enemy. Claim the keys for peace in-
stead of jealousy, and you will have it.

Jealousy/Comparing
Even the consuming fires of jealousy

can be overcome through the power of
the keys!

Jealousy/Comparing
As you put feet to your prayers and

call on the power of the keys of deliver-
ance, confronting the green-eyed mon-
ster of jealousy head-on, all fear, suspi-
cion and selfishness—which fuel and
sustain jealousy—will be vanquished!

Jealousy/Comparing
Through the power of the keys you

have been given authority over all of the
Enemy’s works of darkness, which in-
cludes any hold he has on your heart
through jealousy, negativity, or compar-
ing.

Jealousy/Comparing
The keys are yours to use in destroy-

ing all the works of the Devil!

Jealousy/Comparing
The power of the keys is power to help

you be content in whatever state you are
in.

Jealousy/Comparing
When jealousy raises its ugly head,

call on the power of the keys to defeat
this hideous monster.

Jealousy/Comparing
Call on the power of the keys to help

you see things through My eyes and you
will no longer be bound in a cycle of
comparing negatively with others.

Jealousy/Comparing
Call on the keys to kill the green-eyed

demon of jealousy and you will strike a
mortal blow that will defeat your adver-
sary.

Jealousy/Comparing
Claim the keys of contentment to defeat jeal-

ousy and comparing. Where there is anger, there
will be calm. Where there is fear, there will be
faith. Where there is lack of control, I will take full
possession and give you My heavenly thought
power.

Jealousy/Comparing
Don’t let the demon of jealousy pull

you down or back. Claim the keys to
guard your mind and heart, and you will
be protected.
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Jealousy/Comparing
When the Enemy comes in like a

flood, threatening to engulf you with
jealousy and comparing, raise your new
spiritual standard—the keys-turned-to-
swords—and certain victory will be
yours!

Jealousy/Comparing
Claim the keys of deliverance, and

wield this key-turned-to-sword consist-
ently and fervently to sever any strangle-
hold the Enemy has over you through
negativity and comparing.

Jealousy/Comparing
Ask My keys to enlighten you, to give

you a new mindset and outlook, so that
you can see yourself as I see you.

Negativity and criticalness
No matter how you feel about your looks,

personality, spirituality, talents or ability, if you call
on the power of the keys you will find contentment
and the power to accept the things I want you to
accept, change the things you need to change,
and discern the difference.

Negativity and criticalness
The keys bring light and freedom! The

power of the keys will unlock any pad-
lock, any stronghold of negativity, criti-
calness, or darkness in your mind, and
bring positiveness, acceptance of
others, and light!

Negativity and criticalness
No foe of darkness, fiend of negativity,

or troll of criticalness can cross the en-
trance of your mind if you militantly stand
guard, keys in hand!

Negativity and criticalness
Call on the power of the keys to over-

ride your negative mindsets and give
you immediate access to My mind.

Negativity and criticalness
Negativity in all of its ugly forms can-

not stand before the power of the keys!

Negativity and criticalness
The keys are your most effective com-

bat weapon in your warfare against
negativity, criticalness, and pride.

Negativity and criticalness
Any negative speech habits—even

lifelong ones—can be overcome through
calling on the power of the keys.

Negativity and criticalness
Claim the power of the keys in your fight against

misinterpreting others’ words and motives, seeing
them in a negative light. Consistently call on the
keys’ power in all your interactions with others so
you’ll be able to access My mind—the positive—
instead of jumping to negative conclusions.

Negativity and criticalness
Fill your heart with the positive, and there will

be no room for the negative to take root in your
spirit or on your tongue. Immerse yourself in both
My Word and in claiming and standing upon My
key promises. This is a winning combination, and
the road to sure victory and change!

Negativity and criticalness
Focus on the keys and call on their

positive power, so that instead of default-
ing to putting a negative spin on circum-
stances, people and situations, you’ll be
able to pull down My positive spin in-
stead.

Negativity and criticalness
If called upon in sincerity and despera-

tion, the supernatural power of the keys
can lift you out of the quagmire and rut
of assuming the worst and misjudging
others.

Negativity and criticalness
The keys of the Kingdom will help you

see people and situations with My eyes,
in a spirit of faith and trust.

Negativity and criticalness
When you’re tempted to read between

the lines or not take things you hear or
read at face value in simple faith, call on
the keys to help you see and perceive
things as they really are.

Negativity and criticalness
Through calling on the keys you’ll gain

instant access to My mind, diffusing any
lies of the Enemy, any clouds of untruth,
mistrust, negativity or fear.

Negativity and criticalness
Call on the power of the keys each

time you doubt in your heart a compli-
ment someone has given you, and you
will be given faith to receive and believe
it.

Negativity and criticalness
Call on the keys to receive compli-

ments and believe the positive that is said
about you. Calling on the keys removes
the negative spirit immediately, and al-
lows the Spirit to fill you with positiveness
in your heart and in your reactions.

Negativity and criticalness
Call on the keys to let Me control your

thoughts whenever you criticize your
capability to do something, whenever you
criticize the way you were made, when-
ever you criticize the way you act. The
keys can change your view of yourself.

Negativity and criticalness
The keys have power to change your

behavior and the way you look down on
yourself and speak negatively about
yourself to others and to yourself.

Negativity and criticalness
If you call on the keys for My heavenly

thought power, your negative thoughts
will decrease and My positive thoughts
will increase, and you will know the truth
and believe the truth, and the truth will
set you free from negativity.

Negativity and criticalness
The power of the keys can overcome any nega-

tive view you have of yourself. Call on the power of
the keys continually and claim the transformation
you desire, being specific about what you need,
and you will be transformed by the renewing of your
mind through the power of the keys.

Negativity and criticalness
Call on the keys to believe Me when I give you

encouragement, when I speak of My love for you,
how I see you, and what you will accomplish. God
is not a man that He should lie. Claim the keys
whenever you doubt My Words, and the doubts
will be destroyed.

Negativity and criticalness
Calling on the keys continually to

combat the negative mind battle you’re
experiencing will defeat the Devil’s grip
on your thoughts.

Negativity and criticalness
Keep claiming the power of the keys

for deliverance from anything negative
you think or feel about yourself, and you
will have it. Persevere in calling on the
keys, and they will not fail.

Change and spiritual progress
Absolutely any negative thought pat-

tern, any previously entrenched lifelong
bad habit can be broken through the
power of the keys. Call on their power to
vanquish the old and negative, and
create the new and positive!
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Change and spiritual progress
All who look to the keys will be

strengthened, even the weakest or most
messed up. The keys are for you per-
sonally right where you’re at, and they
will never fail you.

Change and spiritual progress
The spirit is more powerful than the

flesh; no matter how long the flesh has
been doing something, the keys have
power to influence and change things.

Change and spiritual progress
The keys can change anything in your

heart and mind. The keys will work as
you call on them daily for your specific
needs.

Change and spiritual progress
The keys help you forget the past and

walk on to what is ahead for you. Call on
the keys of acceptance and claim the
change you desire, and you will get it.

Change and spiritual progress
There is no bad habit that the power of

the keys cannot break.

Change and spiritual progress
Calling on the power of the keys is the

road to strength, power, victory, and new
life.

Change and spiritual progress
I am the God of all flesh and there’s

nothing too hard for Me. In seven days I
created the world and all that is in it,
including man, so it is a simple thing for
Me to give you a new heart and spirit
when you call on the power of the keys.

Change and spiritual progress
When you’re weak, needy, desperate,

and calling out to the keys, My miracle of
deliverance from your problems can be
performed.

Change and spiritual progress
The keys enable you to have a com-

plete transformation.

Change and spiritual progress
Through the power of the keys you are

forever able to leave behind the weights
and sins that so easily beset you.

Change and spiritual progress
There is no tentacle of addiction, no

habit, no hold upon My children which
cannot be broken through the power of
the keys!

Change and spiritual progress
Call on the power of the keys to over-

come all bad habits. With the keys I will
help you to change the old and cultivate
the new in record time.

Change and spiritual progress
All change is possible with the keys.

Change and spiritual progress
The keys of the Kingdom were created to bring

change, and I have put them in your hands to help
you change. Call on the keys when you need to
overcome a bad habit. The keys will create new
thought patterns within you; they will guide your
actions to do the right thing.

Change and spiritual progress
The purpose of the keys is to defy the impos-

sible, including the seeming impossibility of
changing yourself. Call on the keys to work the
work within you of changing your bad habits, your
wrong attitudes, your personality, and it will be
done. Nothing is too hard for the keys!

Change and spiritual progress
There is no change too difficult for the

keys to master. Call on the keys when a
change is in order. Hold on to this prom-
ise and see My Spirit work.

Change and spiritual progress
The chains of bad habit are strong like

steel, but not too strong for the keys,
which will break them.

Change and spiritual progress
If you can’t change your mind or your

bad habit, don’t worry—use the keys!
The keys will help you overcome and
move forward with My ever-changing
Spirit.

Change and spiritual progress
Every challenge to change is your

helper; it moves you to depend on the
keys. Nothing is too hard if you call on
the keys. The secret to change is calling
on the keys.

Change and spiritual progress
There is no standing still; you are

either going forward or backward. Call
on the keys, for they will keep you mov-
ing forward until you reach the goal.

Change and spiritual progress
With the power of the keys you are in

for some mighty surprises—great vic-
tories in your life. It just takes simple,
childlike faith and a plea for My help.
Remember the cripple at the temple
gate? He hoped for alms and got legs.

Change and spiritual progress
Focus on the keys and claim their

power. Use this “magic wand” in every
aspect of your life, and you will see
change.

Change and spiritual progress
You can change! The keys embody

and perfect change, so wield them and
use them faithfully in your program for
personal change.

Change and spiritual progress
Got an obstacle you wish you could

hurdle?—A negative personal habit that
seems too long-standing, foreboding, and
entrenched to break? Call on the power
of the keys and see the impossible be-
come possible, the wish become reality!

Change and spiritual progress
The keys can form, pattern, and over-

lay a new positive you over the old nega-
tive you!

Change and spiritual progress
You benefit from the power of the keys

as much as you use the keys. So make
it an automatic reaction and habit to call
on their power at all times!

Change and spiritual progress
When you call on the power of the

keys, you are an unbeatable force! Just
as light dispels darkness, so the keys
dispel evil.
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Change and spiritual progress
There is no stopping the man of faith

who holds the keys firmly in his hands.
He sees miracles because he believes
and receives My power.

Change and spiritual progress
There is no problem too great for the

keys, the Word, and My love. Call on
that power and there will be deliverance,
breakthroughs, and spiritual progress.

Change and spiritual progress
The keys have creative power; through

their power you can have a clean heart
and a renewed spirit.

Supply
I am attuned to your specific housing

needs and your heart’s desires. The
keys of the Kingdom will open the doors
and lead you to the place that I have
prepared.

Supply
I have promised to supply every need through

My riches and the keys of My Kingdom. There’s
nothing you need that I won’t happily give you. Put
Me on the spot, prove My promises, and expect
abundant supply, regardless of how big or small
the need may seem.

Supply
Whatsoever you ask in faith and in the

power of the keys will be given you. You
face obstacles and you have needs, yet
My promises are as good as money in
the bank—even better!

Supply
Stretch your faith and claim more than

you’re used to claiming. I will honor My
promises and supply what you’re asking
for.

Supply
Turn the keys and unlock the door of

abundant supply to every need, includ-
ing material blessings, new contacts,
and new sheep. Call on key power for
every need, and it will be done for you.

Supply
Call on the keys by name and claim

your needs, both material and spiritual.
I’ve given the keys command to open
the storehouse of Heaven and give you
whatever you need.

Supply
The keys of supply are yours. Take

them and use them to open doors of
plenty and provision. Walk in and claim
the land for My glory.

Supply
It is My pleasure to grant you all your

needs, and more. Call on the power of
the keys and I will supply exceeding
abundantly, above what you ask.

Supply
No matter how unusual or costly or

seemingly impossible the need, My
special delivery service is able to bring it
right to your doorstep through the power
of the keys.

Supply
The keys can unlock every treasure

chest of supply and provision.

Supply
There is no need that cannot be sup-

plied through the power of the keys.

Supply
The Earth is Mine, and all that it con-

tains can be yours when you call on the
keys of the Kingdom.

Supply
The keys and the Word are one. Claim

the promises I have given you, and you
will see them work as you meet the
conditions.

Supply
As I sent the ravens to feed Elijah, so

will I feed and provide for you as you call
on the power of the keys to perform the
miracles of supply you need.

Supply
There is nothing the keys can’t supply.

The keys I have given you have creative
power!

Supply
The keys of supply are yours, if you

call on them in full faith. Every need and
vacancy will be filled as you avail your-
self of their power!

Supply
No good thing will I withhold from

those who call on the power of the keys.

Supply
There is a key to unlock every door of

good, power, and plenty. I will not with-
hold any blessing or treasure in the spirit
from those who hold the keys close to
their hearts in reverence and humility.

Supply
 Ask in faith, waver not, and through

the power of the keys I will give you your
heart’s desire.

Supply
 Abundant supply, victory, and prog-

ress will be yours as you face down and
defeat Apotheon in the power of the
keys, My Word, and My love.

Supply
There is no door that the keys of the

Kingdom cannot open.

Supply
Call on the keys of the Kingdom and I

will open the windows of Heaven to
supply every need abundantly.

Supply
Making full use of the keys, which are

one with My love and Word, will solve all
your problems, lift all your burdens,
supply all your needs, and make you feel
My Spirit in your life like never before!

Supply
Ask in faith through the power of the

keys and you will receive.
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Supply
Your loving Husband will supply all

your needs according to His riches in
glory through the keys of the Kingdom.

Supply
God will give grace, glory, endurance,

faith and power. No good thing will He
withhold from them who hold the keys of
the Kingdom in their hands.

Supply
Ask that it may be given you through

the power of the keys.

Supply
There is no limit to what you can re-

ceive when you call on the power of the
keys in faith for My abundant supply.

Witnessing
Walk on the water of the power of the keys.

Walk on the faith that they will give you as you
reach up and claim them—faith to knock on doors,
faith to speak before the people, faith to humble
yourself to love, faith to minister to the rich and
needy.

Witnessing
Go out with the power of the keys of

love and faith, and watch the miracles I
will do for you.

Witnessing
The power of the keys can enable you

to have great influence over your audi-
ence and help them understand, com-
prehend, and be moved by the message
and truth you share.

Witnessing
You will be a mighty force for Me, a

mighty witness to others! As you focus
on the power of the keys, it is multiplied
many times over to defeat the Evil One
and to heal the hearts of those who are
wounded and broken!

Witnessing
The keys of witnessing are especially activated

when it comes to feeding the hungry. They anoint
and give you exactly what you need at the time
you need it. Turn them and claim their power for
the faith you need. They will anoint you and bring
forth wonderful fruit in the lives of your sheep.

Witnessing
I have chosen and ordained you to

bring forth much fruit. Claim My keys of
salvation and fruitfulness and go forth to
conquer the land and reclaim the souls
of those whom the Enemy has taken
captive.

Witnessing
The keys were created to assist My

missionaries, so claim them for your
missionary travels.

Witnessing
To have the anointing of Paul to be a

faithful and constant witness, claim the
keys for the witnessing spirit of Heaven
to fall on you.

Witnessing
Heaven delights in spreading My love.

The keys will tap you into all the love-
spreading power of Heaven.

Witnessing
Wield the keys on behalf of the lost

and dying, the hungry and oppressed,
and then allow the spirit of My Word to
possess you as My mouthpiece.

Witnessing
The youth of the world will be reached

through the power of the keys, which
bring life to the dying, hungry, and
searching.

Witnessing
As you call on the keys of witness and

anointing, I will give you the power that
you need to give My Words that will cut
the Enemy to the heart and set the cap-
tives free!

Witnessing
I have given you the ability to hear

from Me on anything you desire. Call on
the power of the keys and see Me speak
through you to the youth of the world.

Witnessing
Stir yourself up! You can be an instrument to

save someone’s life, to give them new hope, to
bring that one into My arms and My service! As
you call on the keys, I will empower you as never
before! Like the apostles of old, you will even be
able to speak in tongues you know not!

Witnessing
When you feel inadequate, take hold

of the keys of My power. They are a part
of Me, and will give you all you will ever
need to be My vessel.

Witnessing
I have unleashed all the power you

need. Through the keys of the Kingdom,
you can be as a pure crystal to reflect
My light.

Performing/Shows
Claim the power of the keys of anoint-

ing as you perform, and the light of My
Spirit will shine through you and you will
bear fruit.

Performing/Shows
The keys have the power to transform

your natural presence into the presence
of God before your audience.

Performing/Shows
Call on the keys to give you God’s

eyes when you look at your audience,
and those who see you will know it is
Jesus speaking or singing through you.

Performing/Shows
Call on the keys of witness as you sing

and perform for Me. So will they em-
power you with a great light, that I may
be glorified and the hearts and souls of
many opened and turned toward Me.

Performing/Shows
If you’re feeling incapable and shy

about standing before a large crowd, call
on My keys to grant you boldness—that
awesome boldness that I gave to Peter
and John, yet even greater.

Performing/Shows
The power of the keys will endue you

with strength to stand before the multi-
tudes and speak the truth with great
boldness and conviction.

Performing/Shows
There is great power in the keys. They

enable the Key of David to reach My lost
and bring them into My Kingdom. They
cause a spiritual bubble to descend
upon your audience that they may im-
bibe My Spirit as you perform.
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Performing/Shows
By calling on the keys,
Your audience sees,
Jesus in you—
His love shining through.

Performing/Shows
When you call on the keys of testi-

mony and conviction before your shows
and performing engagements, I will
cause the light in your eyes to shine
more brightly and your witness to be
even more powerful.

Performing/Shows
Claim the keys and you’ll have a

powerful, life-changing performance that
no one can resist.

Performing/Shows
Through the keys the talent and love

of Heaven will encompass your perform-
ance.

Activated/Disciple winning
Reach up for the power of the keys

when you witness to give you what the
person needs. The keys will give you the
words to say and the anointing of love
that you need.

Activated/Disciple winning
Through the power of the keys you can know

the heart of man. The keys will reveal the needs
of each heart and show you how to meet those
needs. The anointing of the keys will cause the
hungry to seek you out and ask for the spiritual
food that you have.

Activated/Disciple winning
Into your hands I have given a tool of immeas-

urable worth in winning the souls of mankind: the
keys of witness! Activate their supernatural power
by calling on them and using them without fail in
winning the lost and drawing you to those who are
destined to become children of David!

Activated/Disciple winning
I have called you to activate the world, and I

have given you the tools for the job. With My
Words in your hands and mouths, the keys of the
Kingdom and their power in your hearts and
minds, and My love burning within you, you will
win the world!

Activated/Disciple winning
The power of the keys will enable you

to make disciples of all nations! It will
give you power and wisdom as you draw
them to My Spirit, and help them to
choose My way.

Activated/Disciple winning
The keys can unlock the need of every

heart, and supply comfort, challenge,
cheer, change, and answers.

Activated/Disciple winning
The keys of activation will help you get

subscriptions to Activated. Call on them
and the barriers will disappear, and you
will be able to activate your part of the
world.

Activated/Disciple winning
Claim the keys for your witnessing

pushes and then take action. The keys
will open doors of opportunity and pre-
pare searching hearts as never before.

Activated/Disciple winning
The keys will point the way to doors

that haven’t been available before.
They’ll brightly light the path and then
open those doors.

Activated/Disciple winning
The keys will assist you in reaching

the top—the wealthy and upper class
who are desperately in need of My love,
salvation and truth. Claim the keys of
humility, boldness, and faith, and I will
bring you before kings and queens.

Fighting the Enemy
Call on the power of the keys to defeat

the Enemy and deliver you from any of
his spiritual attacks.

Fighting the Enemy
Hit the Devil head-on in a direct-attack

approach by calling on the power of the
keys to weaken his hold on people, and
victory is guaranteed.

Fighting the Enemy
There is no limit to what the power of

the keys can do through those whose
hearts are yielded to Me.

Fighting the Enemy
I am in you and I am all-powerful.

When the Enemy attacks, I will fight for
you through the power of the keys and
defeat your adversary. Nothing can
overcome or defeat Me and the power of
the keys.

Fighting the Enemy
Call on the keys and they will be

turned to swords, cutting the Devil’s
monsters to pieces and all the lies that
they spew out against you.

Fighting the Enemy
Cast the dark demons of the Devil

back to Hell where they belong, through
the power of the keys.

Fighting the Enemy
Calling on the power of the keys will

defeat the Devil’s lies, doubts, deceit
and fears that torment you, and you will
be free.

Fighting the Enemy
Call on the keys turned to swords for

strength and determination to fight the
evil ones who would tear down your
health, warp your mind, and pollute your
spirit. The keys of the Kingdom can
ensure total victory.

Fighting the Enemy
When you struggle, when you’re tempted, when

you’re hit with fear, call on the keys! Claim the
power and deliverance that I have promised you
from the mindsets and holds of Pan and Bacchus,
and I will send reinforcements in the spirit to
strengthen you.

Fighting the Enemy
When you call on the keys, the powers

of evil lose their sway; sin, disease, and
fear give way. Satan’s power cannot
withstand the power of the keys!

Fighting the Enemy
The keys and the Word are one. Call

on the power of the keys for full posses-
sion! Flood the Enemy with the water of
My Word and he will drown. Ask and you
will receive; then walk by faith, not by
feelings.

Fighting the Enemy
You are Mine, My beloved bride, and

the Enemy cannot take you away from
Me. Call on the keys and all My power
will be released to defeat his attacks.

Fighting the Enemy
The Word is what will keep you in time of trial.

Listen to My Word, claim My Word, say My Name,
praise Me through your tears, rebuke the Enemy,
submit your will to Me, and trust Me. Forget your
feelings! Obedience and faith bring victory, as you
call on the power of the keys.
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Fighting the Enemy
When you have suffered a serious spiritual

wound, I will repair the breach and tend your
wound as you hold up your shield of faith, claiming
the power of the keys. By claiming the power of
the keys, the Enemy will not be able to deal you a
mortal blow.

Fighting the Enemy
The keys will fight for you when you

cannot fight. Call for the keys of the
Kingdom to be turned to swords, and
they will slay the dragons of discourage-
ment and despair that oppress you.

Fighting the Enemy
When the spiritual battles are strong,

claim the keys of the Kingdom and they
will fight valiantly for you and not give up
until the victory is won.

Fighting the Enemy
All the power of Heaven and dominion

over Hell is given to the children of David
through the keys of the Kingdom, their
reward.

Fighting the Enemy
Turn the keys, wield their power, and

overcome!

Fighting the Enemy
As you call on the power of the keys

that turn into swords, you become an
unbeatable foe! For your weapons are
not carnal, but mighty through Me and
the keys! It’s the sword of the Spirit at
work!

Fighting the Enemy
Call on the power of the keys and

claim victory over the Devil’s obstacles.

Fighting the Enemy
All the Devil’s plans will be thwarted

through the power of the keys!

Fighting the Enemy
Claim the power of the keys to be

permanently released from any bondage
of the Enemy, and you will experience
My freedom like never before.

Fighting the Enemy
You will be freed from the tentacles of

Bacchus if you focus on the power of the
keys. Freedom from this device of the
Enemy is there for you if you reach out
and avail yourself of it.

Fighting the Enemy
You can’t fail if you claim My power

through the keys to fight and defeat the
Enemy.

Fighting the Enemy
Satan cannot win as you hold on to

and claim the power of the keys. Victory
is yours through the promises that come
with the keys of My Kingdom.

Fighting the Enemy
Take the offensive and attack with the

power of the keys to defeat your
adversary’s devices and strategies! You
cannot fail if you attack with the power of
the keys.

Fighting the Enemy
The Enemy’s attacks grow stronger by

the day, but the key power I give you
grows even faster and will cause you to
triumph.

Fighting the Enemy
The keys of the Kingdom are a marvel-

ous treasure, and you will discover more
of their secrets every time you use them.
Call on them to unlock Heaven’s power
and might whenever you need it!

Fighting the Enemy
It’s the hour of your destiny! Stand tall

and strong and call on the power of the
keys to do battle with the Enemy, and to
conquer him.

Fighting the Enemy
Praise is a key that unleashes an

ocean of My spiritual power, which can
engulf and wash away any of the
Enemy’s obstacles.

Fighting the Enemy
Praise is one of the keys to victory.

This key can not only draw you closer to
Me, but can be turned into a sword to cut
the Devil to the heart!

Fighting the Enemy
Heaven awaits your command. Use

the keys to unlock the power that will
bring swift and sure victory! There is no
situation over which you cannot prevail
through the power of the keys.

Fighting the Enemy
I give you the power of the keys to

defeat the Enemy when he is fighting
harder than ever and pulling out his dirty
tricks.

Fighting the Enemy
When your faith has been shaken by

doubts, lies, and slander through the
mouths of your enemies, use the keys of
testimony and conviction to take the
attacking initiative. When Satan bom-
bards you, stand up and fight!

Fighting the Enemy
Put your faith in the keys, for they will

remove mountains.

Fighting the Enemy
Glory and honor to the fighters with

the keys! They will conquer all and vic-
torious be, through the powers of the
keys!

Fighting the Enemy
Victory through the keys! All power

through the keys!

Fighting the Enemy
Through the keys you receive the

power of God! Never before has such a
channel of power been opened to My
children. Unlimited and unrestricted
power is yours to command through the
keys of the Kingdom.

Fighting the Enemy
Fight with the keys and you cannot be

stopped.

Fighting the Enemy
After a long battle, claim the keys of

sustenance to revive and refresh you.
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Fighting the Enemy
There is no power in Heaven or in Hell

that can stand against the power of the
keys if you wield them in faith.

Fighting the Enemy
Do not hesitate to wield the keys to

fight the Enemy’s attempts to attack you,
My children. Foil his plans by praying
desperately and in earnest, as you at-
tack him with your fiery keys turned to
swords.

Fighting the Enemy
The Enemy cannot stand the persist-

ent and powerful attacks of the children
of David who hold the keys of the King-
dom in their hands.

Fighting the Enemy
The keys of the Kingdom, My love,

and the Word are one—this great power
of the universe can conquer all evil,
solve all problems, and forgive all sins.

Fighting the Enemy
The keys to the Kingdom are not car-

nal, but their power is mighty. With the
power of the keys, there is no stronghold
that can stand against you.

Fighting the Enemy
In the power of the keys of the King-

dom you will conquer all.

Fighting the Enemy
When Satan and his band see the keys to the

Kingdom in your hands, they quiver and shake in
fright, because they know if you use the keys,
their end is sealed. Call on the power of the keys.
Rebuke the Devil in the power of the keys of the
Kingdom and he will flee from you.

Fighting the Enemy
The power of the keys of the Kingdom

will rebuke and bind every power of the
Devil.

Fighting the Enemy
Take the offensive with the power of

the keys and defeat your Adversary’s
devices and strategies.

Fighting the Enemy
Greater battles bring greater victories,

and with the spiritual attacks intensified,
so has your spiritual power intensified
through the keys of the Kingdom.

Fighting the Enemy
Say the words, “I call upon the power

of the keys of the Kingdom,” which will
release all the power of Heaven and
grant dominion over Hell to the children
of David.

Fighting the Enemy
Every evil oppression of the Devil is

subject to the power of the keys.

Fighting the Enemy
Nothing of this world or Hell can stand

before the power of the keys. All power
in Heaven and dominion over Hell is
given to those who call on the keys of
the Kingdom in humility, yieldedness,
and desperation.

Fighting the Enemy
I give you power over all of the Evil

One’s destructive forces through the
keys. Nothing can stand before the
power of the keys of the Kingdom.

Fighting the Enemy
Every knee shall bow at the power of

the keys, and those chosen ones who
wield this power shall conquer the world
for My glory.

Fighting the Enemy
Dominion over Hell is yours to com-

mand through the power of the keys of
the Kingdom. All that is evil, destructive,
negative, unloving, ungodly, and of the
world can be brought into subjection
through the power of the keys.

Fighting the Enemy
I will open your spiritual eyes and

senses through the power of the keys
turned to swords, and you will do battle
against your enemies from the
netherworld. You will rise victorious!

Fighting the Enemy
Satan and all his minions are subject

to the power of the keys of the Kingdom,
My Word, and My love.

Fighting the Enemy
The rulers of darkness cannot stand

before the power of the keys of the King-
dom. Wield that power with faith and a
fighting spirit, and you will find total
freedom.

Fighting the Enemy
Rebuke the Devil and his shadow,

Apotheon, in the power of the keys, and
you will defeat the rulers of darkness.
Their influence will vanish, along with the
manifestations of their power in your life.

Fighting the Enemy
I will supply abundantly and miracu-

lously for My brides who wage spiritual
warfare against the rulers of darkness—
Satan, Apotheon, Oplexicon, lethargy, the
Selvegion, Pan, Bacchus, and others.
Victory will be yours through the keys!

Fighting the Enemy
Through the power of the keys, dominion over

every evil spirit of Hell is granted to the children of
David. Focus on the keys now, and in the power of
those mighty keys turned to swords cut loose the grip
of Apotheon and command that he be doomed, and
by reason of his own weight, he will fall far from you.

Fighting the Enemy
The power of the keys will remove the

hands of Apotheon from your eyes, and
you will behold the vision that I, your
mighty Husband and Deliverer, want to
show you.

Fighting the Enemy
Key power is unlimited. The keys are

in full control and at your command,
either to bring light or to defeat the
forces of darkness.

Fighting the Enemy
The Enemy’s attacks are futile when

you and I are a team and you call upon
the power of the keys.

Fighting the Enemy
Steel yourself against the attacks of

the Enemy through the power of the
keys, and his attacks of doubts will
bounce right off you.

Fighting the Enemy
When fears surround you on every

side, shout out the words, “I call on the
keys!”—And I will raise a force field
around you that no fear can penetrate.
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Fighting the Enemy
Fight your fears in the power of the

keys and there’ll be no stopping you. All
fear can be overcome with the keys.

Fighting the Enemy
The keys are light and strength and

life. Call on the power of the keys and
the darkness will flee.

Fighting the Enemy
When you feel a panic attack coming

on, call on the keys immediately and nip
it in the bud. The Enemy’s attacks are in
vain as long as you call upon the power
of the keys.

Fighting the Enemy
With the keys in your hand, you can

conquer Satan’s evil power. No fear nor
darkness can stand against the keys.

Fighting the Enemy
You can command the power of

Heaven by calling on the keys, and the
warriors of My Kingdom will be un-
leashed to fight on your behalf, to help
and heal and protect and deliver.

Fighting the Enemy
Are you afraid? Be strong; fear not!

Call on the power of the keys and I will
come with a vengeance to defeat the
Enemy and to save you.

Decision-making/Wisdom/Meetings
All the wisdom of My Spirit is at your

disposal when you call on the power of
the keys.

Decision-making/Wisdom/Meetings
Call on the power of the keys of dis-

cernment and understanding, that
through these keys you may make wise
decisions and sound judgments.

Decision-making/Wisdom/Meetings
Through the power of the keys you

can have access to the knowledge of My
Spirit, which is an infinite treasure chest
to be diligently cherished and guarded.
You must learn how to use this gift by
seeking Me and calling on the keys.

Decision-making/Wisdom/Meetings
No power of the Evil One can stand

against those who hold the keys in des-
peration and praise. Grasp the keys
tightly, and they will be enlightenment to
your mind, the answers to your ques-
tions.

Decision-making/Wisdom/Meetings
Nothing good, powerful, enlightening,

needful, or feeding will I withhold from
those who call upon the keys.

Decision-making/Wisdom/Meetings
The keys are filled with faith, so ask

for their help when you lack faith or
when the Enemy tells you it can’t be
done.

Decision-making/Wisdom/Meetings
Claim through the power of the keys

all the gifts that you need for your job,
either individually or as a team. I will
withhold nothing.

Decision-making/Wisdom/Meetings
Stand on the power of the keys and

you will have talent, inspiration and
know-how for the job at hand. It is not of
you, but of Me and the heavenly host
who are there to serve you.

Decision-making/Wisdom/Meetings
Through your faith manifested in claiming the

power of the keys, there is no mountain that
cannot be removed, no obstacle that cannot be
overcome, no problem that cannot be resolved,
no desperate situation that cannot be radically
altered with My miracle-working power.

Decision-making/Wisdom/Meetings
Call on the power of the keys and I will guide

you through anything—through debate, misunder-
standings, confusion, and even turmoil. The keys
will deliver to you clarity of thought and speech,
peace of mind, comfort, guidance, instruction, and
sound counsel.

Decision-making/Wisdom/Meetings
Say the words, “I call on the keys of

guidance and counsel,” and I will in-
struct you. I will give you My insight and
increase your ability to see new things in
the spirit, and this will lighten your load.

Prayer for others
Many things hang in the balances of

free choice, but My power to influence a
person’s decisions is amplified accord-
ing to your desperation in prayer and
calling on the keys.

Prayer for others
As you pray for others, My angels and

ministering spirits take action. Call on
the keys for all that these dear ones
need and I will come through for them,
and they will feel the results of your
prayers.

Prayer for others
Claim the keys of encouragement, and I will

send legions of angels to minister to those who
are weary. Through your prayers, the power of the
keys will be there to uphold their hands, to cheer
them on, to comfort their hearts, and to pour out
My healing balm in great abundance.

Prayer for others
As you claim the power of the keys for

your mates who are facing this very great
and daunting battle, I will send reinforce-
ments in the spirit. I will steel their nerves
and give them great courage to fight on to
the wonderful victory that awaits them.

Prayer for others
My loves, call on the keys for those in

bondage, and they shall be set free!

Prayer for others
There is great power in the keys of the

Kingdom. Don’t doubt their power to heal
and save, but claim them now in faith for
your brothers and sisters that fight for
life, and I will bring deliverance.

Prayer for others
All those caught in the snare of the

Enemy will be set free this day as you
claim the keys on their behalf.

Prayer for others
Through the power of the keys, all Hell

is under your command. So command
the devils to flee from those whose
hearts and minds are tormented, and
they will be set free!

Prayer for others
Even though this battle is manifested in the

physical, it is a spiritual battle and can only be
won in the spirit. Call on the power of the keys
and intercede on the behalf of those who are
struggling, and a great victory will come about
through your prayers.

Freedom from Fear
All fears will cease as you call on the

keys.
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Freedom from Fear
The keys will give you the ability to

face your fears head-on and overcome
them.

Freedom from Fear
Key power casts out all fear. There is

freedom from all fear to those who call
on the keys.

Freedom from Fear
There is no fear in the keys. Call on

the keys and you will be freed from fear
and liberated to do My will.

Freedom from Fear
As you face your fears and call on the

power of the keys, your fears will vanish.


